1. A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, Seventh Edition: Chicago Style for Students and Researchers/ Kate L. Turabian


This latest edition of the trusted Manual for Writers not only answers nearly every question related to scholarly writing that students could possibly have, but it is full of helpful and wise advice about researching, organizing, and writing everything from undergraduate papers to doctoral dissertations. The three-part format for the 7th edition also makes it easier to navigate. Part I is the new research guide; Part II is the rules for source citation; Part III is the style guide. In the 6th edition, the first chapter was a guide to the parts of a research paper which then had to be compared to the formats and sample layouts in the last chapter. The new edition combines all this material together in Appendix A along with instructions that are updated to reflect common word processor settings. And the index at the back of the volume now references items by page number rather than chapter and section, a great improvement in my opinion.

The 7th edition brings Turabian up-to-date by including rules and examples for citing online sources. Part II also separates the instructions for notes/bibliography style from the instructions for parenthetical/reference list style. What had been a completely separate chapter for citing public documents is now helpfully included with the rest of the citation rules. Part II of edition 7 now includes over 100 pages of citation examples compared to the 26 pages in chapter 11 of the 6th edition.

2. The Economist Magazine

The Economist is a global weekly magazine written for those who share an uncommon interest in being well and broadly informed. Each issue explores domestic and international issues, business, finance, current affairs, science, technology and the arts. Your paid subscription to The Economist also includes unlimited access to Economist.com and our searchable archive.
3. Time Magazine

4. The Banker Magazine

5. Complete business statistics / Amir D. Aczel

Aczel's COMPLETE BUSINESS STATISTICS, 4/E is designed and written for both the undergraduate and graduate level business statistics courses. Aczel's quality of presentation and the richness and its abundant problem sets are famous. The text covers an array of topics and uses real data sets drawn from a variety of domestic and international sources. The problems and examples found in this text are exceptionally realistic, stimulating, challenging and useful. Dr. Aczel is a world-renowned expert. Besides Complete Business Statistics he is the author of Statistics: Concepts and Applications, as well as two trade publications: How to Beat the IRS at its Own Game and Fermat's Last Theorem: Unlocking the Secret of an Ancient Mathematical Problem.
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The aim of this text is to enable students to understand the key accounting concepts and procedures in the context of the real business world. It discusses international issues and learning aids include end-of-chapter exercises and questions and problems grouped according to difficulty.
Në këtë libër universitar duhen veçuar dy tendenca. E para, ka të bëjë me fokusin e shpjegimeve të fenomeneve teknologjike të kompjuterave nga aspekti i problemzgjidhjes dhe e dyta, nëpërmjet trajtesës së komunikimit midis kompjuterave dhe përdoruesve të tyre, nëpërmjet sintaksave programuese, stileve dhe gjuhës skriptuese, tenton të japë njohuritë themeluese për konceptet bazë të zhvillimit të shkencave kompjuterike, siç është qasja algoritmike dhe modelimi i programeve deri në konceptet për programimin me objekte.

Qëllimi i librit, perveç ofertës qe ka te beje me njohurite themelore per menyren e komunikimit midis tyre dhe njeriut ne web, eshte dhe insistimi per ndryshimin e qasjes se lexesit qe deshiron te thellohet ne shkencat kompjuterike. Si i tille, peben nje ndermarrje ambicioze, prandaj e vetmja menyre e verifikimit per arritjen e ketyre objektivave eshte pikerisht pergjigjja, apo reagimi i lexesve.

ISBN: 0-07-234930-1

The interactive Computing Series provides you with an illustrated interactive environment for learning software skills using Microsoft Office. It is the visual interactive way to develop and apply software skills. This skills-based approach combined with a highly visual, two page spread design allows the student to focus on a single skill without having to turn the page. A running case study is provided through the text, reinforcing skills and giving a real world focus to the learning process.
The fourth edition of this highly successful introduction to social psychology – published in association with the British Psychological Society, and the first to be translated into seven languages – has been completely revised and updated. While maintaining its European heritage and comprehensive coverage of the area, all chapters have been totally rewritten to produce: * Improved accessibility for students, including better illustrations, greater use of colour and a wider, more approachable format * Fully integrated, cohesive and uniform chapters, ensured by a rigorous editorial process * Improved consistency and a more concise writing style, structure and coverage * An even fuller European treatment of the discipline, with contributions written by eminent social psychologists from across the continent, each a leading expert on the topics covered in a given chapter * A host of useful, state-of-the-art pedagogical features that catch the imagination, including research close-ups, everyday psychology boxes and ‘pioneer’ sections giving brief biographies of key figures in the field * A full range of instructor and student support Combining its traditional academic rigour with a contemporary level of cohesion, accessibility, pedagogy and instructor support, the fourth edition of Introduction to Social Psychology provides the definitive European treatment of social psychology.

The introduction of the single European currency, the euro, draws attention to the institutional deficit of the European Union: the organizational structures and forms of governance within which central banks and other monetary authorities are embedded within individual states, are lacking at the European level. This gives unusual prominence to financial structures. While the contributors to this collection do not agree in their evaluation of this phenomenon, they agree on its importance, and analyse different aspects of it in depth.

Business: The Ultimate Resource contains:

Best Practice Essays

Over 170 essays from authors such as Clay Christensen, Michael E. Gerber, Seth Godin, Howard Rheingold, Joseph O’Connor, Francis Fukuyama, Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne, Donald Sull and Paul Ormerod

Actionlists and Checklists

Featuring essential instructions for tackling more than 300 everyday business challenges, from managing your time to recruiting new staff

Management Library

digests of more than 100 of the world’s best business books, including The Tipping Point, Barbarians at the Gate, Jack: Straight from the Gut, The Art of War, and The Practice of Management

Business Thinkers and Management Giants

revised biographies of over 100 of the world’s most influential business gurus and pioneers

Business and Management Dictionary

jargon-free definitions of more than 7,000 key terms

Information Sources

fully updated and revised, contains more than 3,000 sources of essential business reading, contacts, and organizations.